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	Bayesian Networks: A Practical Guide to Applications (Statistics in Practice), 9780470060308 (0470060301), John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Bayesian Networks, the result of the convergence of artificial intelligence with statistics, are growing in popularity. Their versatility and modelling power is now employed across a variety of fields for the purposes of analysis, simulation, prediction and diagnosis.


	This book provides a general introduction to Bayesian networks, defining and illustrating the basic concepts with pedagogical examples and twenty real-life case studies drawn from a range of fields including medicine, computing, natural sciences and engineering.


	Designed to help analysts, engineers, scientists and professionals taking part in complex decision processes to successfully implement Bayesian networks, this book equips readers with proven methods to generate, calibrate, evaluate and validate Bayesian networks.


	The book:

	
		Provides the tools to overcome common practical challenges such as the treatment of missing input data, interaction with experts and decision makers, determination of the optimal granularity and size of the model. 


	
		Highlights the strengths of Bayesian networks whilst also presenting a discussion of their limitations.


	
		Compares Bayesian networks with other modelling techniques such as neural networks, fuzzy logic and fault trees.


	
		Describes, for ease of comparison, the main features of the major Bayesian network software packages: Netica, Hugin, Elvira and Discoverer, from the point of view of the user.


	
		Offers a historical perspective on the subject and analyses future directions for research.



	Written by leading experts with practical experience of applying Bayesian networks in finance, banking, medicine, robotics, civil engineering, geology, geography, genetics, forensic science, ecology, and industry, the book has much to offer both practitioners and researchers involved in statistical analysis or modelling in any of these fields.
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Securing VoIP Networks: Threats, Vulnerabilities, and CountermeasuresAddison Wesley, 2007
Communication between people has changed with the invention of the telephone. The ability to communicate across continents in real-time has also helped our society in several dimensions including entertainment, trade, finance, and defense. But this new capability did not come without an investment. Building an international telephony...


		

Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Technologies (Advances in Data Warehousing and Mining)IGI Global, 2008
Data warehousing and OLAP (online analytical processing) technologies have gained a widespread acceptance since the 90’s as a support for decision-making. A data warehouse is a collection of subject-oriented, integrated, consolidated, time-varying, and non-volatile data (Kimball, 1996; Inmon, 1996). It is manipulated through OLAP tools, which...

		

Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X Advanced EditingPeachpit Press, 2012

	 


	This book takes a hands-on approach to using the software. It’s divided into projects—

	based on footage on the accompanying DVD—that teach you advanced techniques as you

	work through the lessons. Every exercise is designed to get you editing and creating effects

	professionally...




	

Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.5CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	
		Update!

	
		The third edition, Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.8 is available! Revised and expanded to 532 pages, it's a whole new book full of new material. Please consider it before purchasing this edition!

	
		http://www.amazon.com/Two-Scoops-Django-Best-Practices/dp/0981467342
...


		

Finite-Time Stability and Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2013

	Finite-time stability (FTS) is a more practical concept than classical Lyapunov stability, useful for checking whether the state trajectories of a system remain within pre-specified bounds over a finite time interval. In a linear systems framework, FTS problems can be cast as convex optimization problems and solved by the use of effective...


		

Producing Video Podcasts: A Guide for Media ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2008

	Put the video podcast medium to work for you and your clients with a winning formula. Know how video podcasts work and every facet of what it takes to produce a professional-quality program that will meet every criterion for success. The authors are seasoned video production pros that have been on the crest of the video podcasting wave as it...
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